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Abstract. In earlier papers (Roshi & Anantharamaiah 2000, 2001a), we presented extensive surveys (angular resolution – 2◦ ×
2◦ and 2◦ × 6′) of radio recombination lines (RRLs) near 327 MHz in the longitude range l = 332◦ → 89◦ using the Ooty
Radio Telescope. These surveys have detected carbon lines mostly between l = 358◦→ 20◦ and in a few positions at other
longitudes. This paper presents the observed carbon line parameters in the high-resolution survey and a study of the galactic
distribution and angular extent of the line emission observed in the surveys. The carbon lines detected in the surveys arise in
“diffuse” C  regions. The l–v diagram and radial distribution constructed from our carbon line data shows similarity with that
obtained from hydrogen recombination lines at 3 cm from H  regions indicating that the distribution of the diffuse C  regions
in the inner Galaxy resembles the distribution of the star-forming regions. We estimated the [C ] 158 µm emission from diffuse
C  regions and find that upto 95% of the total observed [C ] 158 µm emission can arise in diffuse C  regions if the temperature
of the latter ∼80 K. Our high-resolution survey data shows that the carbon line emitting regions have structures on angular scale
∼6′. Analysis of the dual-resolution observations toward a 2◦ wide field centered at l = 13.◦9 and toward the longitude range l =
1.◦75 to 6.◦75 shows the presence of narrow (∆V ≤ 15 km s−1) carbon line emitting regions extending over several degrees in l
and b. The physical size perpendicular to the line-of-sight of an individual diffuse C  region in these directions is >200 pc.
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1. Introduction

Radio recombination lines (RRLs) of hydrogen, helium and
carbon have been unambiguously identified in the spectra ob-
tained toward H  regions (see review by Roelfsema & Goss
1992). The hydrogen and helium recombination lines mostly
originate in hot (Te ∼ 5000–10 000 K) regions ionized by
photons of energy ≥13.6 eV. Since the ionization potential
of carbon is 11.4 eV, low energy photons (11.4 eV ≤ E <
13.6 eV) that escape from H  regions can ionize gas phase car-
bon atoms outside the hot regions. Thus ionized carbon regions
can exist in dense (hydrogen nucleus density n0 ∼ 105 cm−3)
photo-dissociation regions (PDRs) adjacent to H  regions or
in the neutral components (H  or molecular) of the interstellar
medium (ISM). Tielens and Hollenbach (1985) define PDRs
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as regions where the heating or/and chemistry of the predom-
inantly neutral gas is governed by the FUV (6–13.6 eV) pho-
tons. Since the FUV photons are omnipresent, the PDRs, by
definition encompass a substantial fraction of atomic gas in a
galaxy (Hollenbach & Tielens 1997 and references therein).
The dense PDRs (Tielens & Hollenbach 1985) are located at
the interface of molecular clouds and H  regions whereas the
low-density (n0 ∼ 103 cm−3) PDRs (Hollenbach et al. 1991)
are located in the diffuse interstellar gas; the ambient FUV flux
sufficing to control its chemistry and heating. The ionized car-
bon regions in the dense PDRs are referred to as “classical”
C  regions. These C  regions are observationally identified by
the narrow (1–10 km s−1) emission lines of carbon at frequen-
cies >1 GHz. Several studies have been made to understand
and model the line emission from such regions (e.g. Garay
et al. 1998; Wyrowski et al. 2000). These regions are not ac-
cessible to low frequency RRLs due to the increased pres-
sure broadening (∝ν−8.2/3; Shaver 1975) and increased free-free
continuum optical depths (τ ∝ ν−2). The second class of C  re-
gions, referred to as “diffuse” C  regions, coexists with the
diffuse neutral component of the ISM. The emission measures
of these regions are fairly low (<0.1 cm−6 pc; Kantharia et al.
1998) and hence these regions are observable in low-frequency
RRLs of carbon as either absorption lines or emission lines due
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to stimulated emission from inverted populations. The diffuse
C  regions, observed in carbon lines at frequencies <1 GHz,
are the focus of this paper.

The diffuse C  region located in the Perseus arm toward
the strong radio continuum source, Cas A, has been extensively
studied using low frequency recombination lines of carbon.
In fact, most of our knowledge on this class of C  regions has
come from these observations. Konovalenko & Sodin (1980)
were the first to observe a low-frequency (26.3 MHz) absorp-
tion line toward Cas A, which was later correctly identified as
the 631α recombination line of carbon by Blake et al. (1980).
Since then, several recombination line observations spanning
over 14 to 1400 MHz have been made toward this direction
(Kantharia et al. 1998 and references therein). The predicted
smooth transition of carbon lines in absorption at frequen-
cies below 115 MHz to lines in emission at frequencies above
200 MHz has been demonstrated toward this direction (Payne
et al. 1989). The extensive RRL data collected toward Cas A
has been used in modeling the line-forming gas. The mod-
els show that the carbon RRLs originate in small, relatively
cool tenuous regions (Te = 35–75 K, ne = 0.05–0.1 cm−3, size
∼2 pc; Payne, Anantharamaiah & Erickson 1994) of the ISM.
Comparison of the distribution of carbon RRLs near 327 MHz
observed with the VLA (2.′7 × 2.′4) toward Cas A with H  ab-
sorption in the same direction suggests that the carbon line-
forming region coexists with the cold, diffuse H  component
of the ISM (Anantharamaiah et al. 1994).

In addition to the region toward Cas A, the distribution of
the diffuse C  regions in the Galaxy has also been studied
to some extent. Surveys have been conducted near 76 MHz
(n ∼ 441) with the Parkes 64 m telescope (Erickson et al.
1995) and near 35 MHz (n ∼ 580) with the Gauribidanur
telescope (Kantharia & Anantharamaiah 2001) to search for
carbon recombination lines, mostly in the inner part of the
Galaxy. These observations have succeeded in detecting car-
bon RRLs in absorption from several directions in the galactic
plane with longitudes ranging from l = 340◦ → 20◦. The dif-
fuse C  regions appear to be fairly widespread in the inner
part of our Galaxy. Observations away from the Galactic plane
have shown the region to be several degrees wide in galac-
tic latitude. The positions with detections near 35 MHz were
observed near 327 MHz using the Ooty Radio Telescope by
Kantharia & Anantharamaiah (2001) and the emission counter-
parts of the carbon absorption lines were detected. Combining
their observations with all other existing carbon RRL obser-
vations, they modeled the line emission at different positions
in the galactic plane. While models with physical properties
similar to those obtained in the direction of Cas A can fit the
observed data, the possibility of carbon lines originating in re-
gions with temperature≤20 K cannot be ruled out (Kantharia &
Anantharamaiah 2001). If the temperature of the diffuse C  re-
gions is found to be low, then these regions could even be asso-
ciated with the molecular component of the ISM (Konovalenko
1984; Golynkin & Konovalenko 1990; Sorochekov 1996;
Kantharia & Anantharamaiah 2001). These low temperature
regions may be low-density PDRs (Hollenbach et al. 1991)
formed on surfaces of molecular clouds due to ionization from
background FUV radiation. Although some modeling of these

diffuse C  regions using low-frequency carbon RRLs has been
done, a wide range of parameter space has been found to fit the
existing observations. The physical properties, distribution and
association of these regions with other components of the ISM
requires more investigation. In addition to carbon RRLs, ion-
ized carbon is also traced by the [C ] 158 µm line. The 158 µm
line emission from the Galaxy has been mapped by Bennett
et al. (1994) and Nakagawa et al. (1998). They find that the
[C ] 158 µm emission consists of compact emission regions
associated with compact H  regions (Nakagawa et al. 1998)
and a diffuse emission whose origin is not very clear. Since both
the fine-structure line and the carbon RRLs require ionized car-
bon regions, it is possible that the two can arise from similar
regions. Kantharia & Anantharamaiah (2001) tried to compare
the carbon lines near 35 MHz with the [C ] 158 µm emission
but they did not derive any conclusive results. Hence, no de-
tailed comparative study of the radio and FIR line emission of
carbon from diffuse C  regions exists. In this paper, we also
attempt a discussion on these two tracers of ionized carbon
regions.

Extensive surveys of recombination lines near 327 MHz
have been made with the primary objective to study the low-
density ionized gas in the Galaxy by observing low-frequency
hydrogen RRLs from this gas (Roshi & Anantharamaiah 2000,
hereafter Paper I; Roshi & Anantharamaiah 2001a, hereafter
Paper II; Roshi & Anantharamaiah 2001b). Since the velocity
coverage of these surveys was sufficient to allow detection of
carbon RRLs, which are separated from the hydrogen line by
∼−150 km s−1, the surveys have succeeded in detecting car-
bon features toward several positions in the galactic plane. The
surveys have data with two different angular resolutions ob-
tained using the Ooty Radio Telescope in two different operat-
ing modes (see Papers I and II). The carbon line data obtained
from the higher angular resolution observation (2◦ × 6′) are
presented in this paper (see Paper II for spectra) and those ob-
tained in the lower resolution (2◦ × 2◦) survey were presented
in Paper I. In this paper, we present a study of the distribu-
tion and angular extent of the carbon line forming region in the
galactic plane by making use of the carbon RRLs detected in
the 327 MHz surveys. Interestingly, in several directions the
carbon line emission observed in the surveys seems to be asso-
ciated with H  self-absorption features, which will be discussed
in Roshi et al. (2002).

A summary of the observations and basic results are pre-
sented in Sect. 2. Section 3 discusses the distribution of the
diffuse C  regions in the galactic disk and compares it with
the distribution of other components of the ISM. Section 4 dis-
cusses the possibility of a common origin of the carbon RRL
and the diffuse [C ] 158 µm line emission. The latitude ex-
tent of carbon line emission is discussed in Sect. 5. The higher
resolution observations are used to study the angular extent of
the carbon line emitting region, which is discussed in Sect. 6.
Section 7 summarizes the paper.

2. Summary of observations and basic results

The RRL surveys, which were described in detail in Papers I
and II, were made using the Ooty Radio Telescope (ORT).
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ORT is a 530 m × 30 m parabolic cylinder operating at a nom-
inal center frequency of 327 MHz (Swarup et al. 1971). The
observations were made with two different angular resolutions
– (a) 2◦ × 2◦ (low resolution mode) and (b) 2◦ × 6′ (high res-
olution mode). The high resolution mode is obtained by using
all the 22 “modules” of the ORT, which together form a tele-
scope of size 530 m × 30 m, and the low resolution mode is
obtained by using only a single “module” of the ORT, which
effectively is a telescope of size 24 m × 30 m. The RRL tran-
sitions from principal quantum numbers n = 270, 271, 272 and
273 and ∆n = 1 were simultaneously observed using a multi-
line spectrometer (Roshi 1999). The final spectrum is obtained
by averaging all the four RRL transitions.

2.1. Low-resolution survey

In the low-resolution survey (Paper I), 51 positions were ob-
served in the inner Galaxy: longitude range l = 332◦ to 0◦ to 89◦
and b = 0◦. The positions were separated in longitude by ∼2◦
× sec(δ), δ being the declination. Carbon RRLs were detected
from almost all directions in the longitude range l = 358◦ →
20◦ and also from a few positions in the longitude range l = 20◦
to 89◦. In the outer Galaxy (172◦ < l < 252◦) a total of 14 posi-
tions, spaced by ∼5◦–7◦ in longitude, were observed. However,
no carbon RRLs were detected in this longitude range. At two
specific longitudes in the inner Galaxy (l = 0.◦0 and 13.◦9), spec-
tra were taken in steps of 1◦ up to b = ±4◦ to study the latitude
extent of the carbon line emission. The observed spectra and
line fit parameters were presented in Paper I.

2.2. High-resolution survey

In the high-resolution survey (Paper II), a set of seven fields
which were 2◦ wide and two fields which were 6◦ wide in lon-
gitude were observed with a 2◦ × 6′ beam. The fields are des-
ignated as Field 1 to 9 and are centered at l = 348.◦0 (2◦ wide),
3.◦4 (6◦), 13.◦9 (2◦), 25.◦2 (2◦), 27.◦5 (2◦), 36.◦3 (6◦), 45.◦5 (2◦),
56.◦9 (2◦) and 66.◦2 (2◦) respectively. The ORT is an equato-
rially mounted telescope and the beam size is 2◦ along right
ascension. The orientation of the beam with respect to galactic
co-ordinates, therefore, changes as a function of galactic lon-
gitude. Carbon RRLs were detected toward several positions
within the fields with l < 40◦, whereas no lines were detected
within the fields in the longitude range l = 40◦ to 85◦. The
galactic coordinates of the positions where carbon lines are de-
tected and the parameters estimated from Gaussian fits to the
line profiles are given in Table 1. Each spectrum was inspected
by eye and the presence of a carbon line was determined. If nar-
row (∼1–2 channels) spectral features were present in addition
to the carbon line feature, we regarded the detection as tenta-
tive. The narrow spurious features were either due to residual
radio frequency interference or “bad” spectral channel values,
which were inferred from the channel weights as discussed in
Paper I. However, if the width of the carbon line was several
times (∼10) larger than any spurious narrow features then we
regarded them as real. Since the peak line intensity to the rms
noise in the spectra is about 3 to 4, care has been taken in fitting

Fig. 1. Histogram of the observed carbon line widths in the high-
resolution (2◦ × 6′ ) survey data.

Gaussian components to the line profile. A second Gaussian
component was fitted to only those spectra where the residuals
left after removing a single Gaussian component were incon-
sistent with the noise in rest of the spectrum. The details of the
high-resolution survey and the observed spectra were presented
in Paper II.

2.3. Line width

If we assume that the physical properties of the carbon line
emitting gas observed in the galactic disk are similar to those
derived for the gas toward Cas A (e.g. Te = 75 K, ne =

0.1 cm−3, from Payne et al. 1994) and the galactic background
radiation temperature = 700 K (from Paper I), then the total
contribution from pressure, radiation and Doppler broadening
at 325 MHz would be a negligible ∼0.6 km s−1. Comparing
this with the observed line widths in the high-resolution data
ranging from 4 to 48 km s−1 with a median value of 14 km s−1

(Fig. 1), it is clear that the cause of line broadening lies else-
where. Blending of carbon line features from different line
forming regions within the coarse survey beam and turbulent
motions within the cloud are likely the cause of the broad
lines. To confirm this we have examined the data toward a
few directions in the galactic plane in more detail and the re-
sults (see Sect. 6 for details) support our conclusion. Moreover,
the median line width obtained from the low-resolution survey
data is 17 km s−1 (Paper I), which is somewhat larger than the
value estimated from the higher resolution data (∼14 km s−1).
The larger median value is likely a result of line blending be-
cause of the relatively larger beam width of the low-resolution
survey. The line widths of carbon lines observed in the survey
are typically a factor of 2 to 5 larger than the typical line width
of carbon lines observed at frequencies >1 GHz from “classi-
cal” C  regions (e.g. Roelfsema & Goss 1992). Since the lines
at low and high frequencies are believed to arise in distinct re-
gions of the ISM, the difference is not surprising.
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Table 1. Summary of the carbon RRL observations from the high resolution survey.

l b TL/Tsys
1 ∆V VLSR Vres

2 rms 3 tint
◦ ◦ ×103 km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 ×103 hrs

Field 2a
0.52 +0.03 0.64(0.08) 22.4(3.2) 1.7(1.4) 1.8 0.20 12.8
0.67 −0.00 0.66(0.18) 4.3(1.3) 6.7(0.6) 1.8 0.19 11.2

0.37(0.15) 5.8(2.7) −11.1(1.2) 1.8 0.19 11.2
0.75 +0.05 0.54(0.11) 9.8(2.3) 18.9(1.0) 3.4 0.13 11.6

0.41(0.09) 14.8(3.7) −7.2(1.6) 3.4 0.13 11.6
0.84 +0.10 0.69(0.12) 15.0(3.0) 6.3(1.3) 3.4 0.18 9.4
0.92 +0.16 0.83(0.22) 4.0(1.2) 6.5(0.5) 1.8 0.23 12.6

Field 2b (G2.3+0.0)
1.21 +0.07 0.32(0.1)4 11.1(4.2) 2.6(1.7) 3.4 0.13 10.3

0.33(0.11)4 9.2(3.6) −17.8(1.5) 3.4 0.13 10.3
1.29 +0.13 0.58(0.08) 25.5(4.2) 3.6(1.8) 2.1 0.21 9.9
1.38 +0.18 0.55(0.08) 30.1(5.3) 1.6(2.2) 3.4 0.17 10.1
1.83 +0.20 0.63(0.15) 7.3(2.0) 1.9(0.9) 2.1 0.20 11.3
2.29 +0.21 0.47(0.09) 14.3(3.1) 10.3(1.3) 2.1 0.17 14.9
2.54 −0.03 0.53(0.13) 14.3(4.0) 8.9(1.7) 2.1 0.24 8.1
2.63 +0.02 0.55(0.12) 10.3(2.6) 4.0(1.1) 2.1 0.19 11.2
2.78 −0.03 0.34(0.08) 18.0(4.6) 11.1(1.9) 2.1 0.16 11.2
2.86 +0.02 0.32(0.07) 28.7(7.9) 10.6(3.3) 2.1 0.20 12.5
3.01 −0.03 0.44(0.08) 26.3(5.3) 9.3(2.2) 2.1 0.19 11.2
3.09 +0.02 0.49(0.12) 12.8(3.6) 5.8(1.5) 2.1 0.21 11.7
3.33 +0.02 0.46(0.1) 14.0(3.7) 6.9(1.5) 2.1 0.19 11.5

Field 2c (G4.7+0.0)
3.56 +0.02 0.33(0.08) 19.5(5.3) 10.0(2.2) 3.4 0.13 10.4
3.79 +0.02 0.45(0.12) 11.8(3.6) 9.8(1.5) 3.4 0.16 11.6
3.94 −0.03 0.66(0.15) 8.8(2.3) 11.6(1.0) 2.1 0.22 8.4
4.26 +0.02 0.72(0.15) 7.8(1.9) 5.8(0.8) 2.1 0.21 12.2
4.49 +0.02 0.40(0.12)4 14.4(5.0) 9.2(2.1) 3.4 0.17 11.6
4.64 −0.03 0.27(0.08)4 22.8(7.9) 8.0(3.3) 3.4 0.15 9.6
4.72 +0.02 0.39(0.09) 28.2(7.5) 10.6(3.2) 3.4 0.18 11.5
4.87 −0.03 0.79(0.18)4 7.0(1.9) 11.9(0.8) 1.8 0.25 8.3

0.75(0.22)4 4.9(1.6) −35.5(0.7) 1.8 0.25 8.3
4.95 +0.02 0.64(0.14) 11.4(2.8) 9.0(1.2) 2.1 0.23 8.5
5.19 +0.02 0.78(0.15) 8.1(1.8) 8.4(0.8) 1.8 0.23 9.0
5.33 −0.03 0.54(0.07) 22.6(3.6) 12.8(1.5) 2.1 0.17 10.2
5.42 +0.02 0.49(0.09) 20.1(4.0) 9.1(1.7) 2.1 0.19 10.6
5.56 −0.03 0.71(0.19)4 4.3(1.4) 7.5(0.6) 2.1 0.20 10.0
5.65 +0.02 0.79(0.15) 7.1(1.5) 5.6(0.6) 2.1 0.19 12.3
5.80 −0.03 0.80(0.15) 9.1(1.9) 5.2(0.8) 2.1 0.22 7.4

0.72(0.19) 5.5(1.7) 18.4(0.8) 2.1 0.22 7.4
5.88 +0.02 0.51(0.13) 14.0(4.0) 13.7(1.7) 2.1 0.23 8.6
6.02 −0.02 0.43(0.14)4 20.3(7.7) 6.0(3.2) 3.4 0.24 4.2
6.25 −0.02 0.67(0.14)4 16.0(3.9) 0.6(1.6) 2.1 0.27 5.6
6.72 −0.02 0.53(0.12) 9.7(2.6) 6.1(1.1) 2.1 0.19 10.0
6.80 +0.03 0.58(0.12) 8.6(2.0) 7.7(0.9) 2.1 0.17 11.4

3. Distribution of the carbon line forming gas
in the Galactic disk

3.1. Observed longitudinal variation of integrated line
Intensity

The variation of velocity-integrated line-to-continuum temper-
ature ratio, velocity-integrated line strength of carbon RRLs

and continuum temperature with galactic longitude observed
in the low-resolution survey is shown in Fig. 2. The line-to-
continuum ratio for optically thin case is approximately given
by (Shaver 1975),

TL

TC
∼ −τL +

TeτL

TCβn
, (1)
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Table 1. continued.

Field 3 (G13.9+0.0)
13.04 −0.46 0.46(0.07) 36.0(6.6) 40.6(2.8) 2.1 0.21 7.9
13.13 −0.41 0.46(0.14) 7.0(2.5) 52.1(1.0) 2.1 0.18 10.6

0.89(0.11) 10.8(1.6) 35.2(0.7) 2.1 0.18 10.6
0.64(0.11) 12.5(2.4) 15.7(1.0) 2.1 0.18 10.6

13.22 −0.36 0.41(0.08) 37.2(8.1) 39.9(3.4) 1.8 0.24 8.2
0.61(0.16) 8.0(2.5) 18.4(1.1) 1.8 0.24 8.2

13.30 −0.31 0.51(0.1) 24.8(5.8) 42.3(2.4) 1.8 0.26 8.4
0.99(0.17) 8.6(1.7) 19.8(0.7) 1.8 0.26 8.4

13.39 −0.26 0.44(0.12) 14.4(4.6) 11.8(2.0) 2.1 0.23 8.4
0.33(0.09) 29.8(8.8) 39.5(3.7) 2.1 0.23 8.4

13.48 −0.22 0.38(0.11) 28.6(9.7) 44.0(4.1) 3.4 0.23 11.2
0.50(0.15) 16.5(5.6) 14.5(2.4) 3.4 0.23 11.2

13.57 −0.17 0.77(0.18) 5.4(1.5) 19.3(0.6) 2.1 0.21 9.3
0.43(0.07) 38.9(7.0) 33.1(3.0) 2.1 0.21 9.3

13.65 −0.12 0.41(0.09) 20.8(5.4) 24.8(2.3) 2.1 0.20 9.1
13.74 −0.07 0.57(0.17)4 9.0(3.2) 18.0(1.3) 2.1 0.25 8.0
13.83 −0.02 0.49(0.14)4 10.1(3.3) 44.5(1.4) 2.1 0.21 8.8

0.66(0.19)4 5.2(1.8) 18.7(0.7) 2.1 0.21 8.8
13.92 +0.03 0.84(0.21)4 6.5(1.9) 19.2(0.8) 2.1 0.26 6.3
14.09 +0.12 0.45(0.05) 47.3(6.3) 34.3(2.7) 2.1 0.18 10.0
14.18 +0.17 0.35(0.09) 19.1(5.7) 39.8(2.4) 2.1 0.19 10.9

0.61(0.13) 8.6(2.2) 19.6(0.9) 2.1 0.19 10.9
14.36 +0.26 0.58(0.06) 29.3(3.6) 43.6(1.5) 2.1 0.16 11.7

0.57(0.1) 11.3(2.3) 18.7(1.0) 2.1 0.16 11.7
14.44 +0.31 0.52(0.08) 27.1(5.1) 19.6(2.1) 2.1 0.21 7.5
14.62 +0.41 0.52(0.14) 9.9(3.1) 26.9(1.3) 2.1 0.22 10.1
14.71 +0.46 0.35(0.1) 12.8(4.4) 51.5(1.9) 2.1 0.18 11.8

0.43(0.08) 20.0(4.5) 23.0(1.9) 2.1 0.18 11.8
Field 5 (G27.5+0.0)

27.06 −0.20 0.41(0.09) 19.4(5.1) 58.2(2.2) 3.4 0.16 8.0
28.04 +0.31 0.66(0.15) 6.6(1.7) 79.5(0.7) 1.8 0.20 15.0
28.13 +0.35 0.34(0.07) 20.7(5.1) 73.2(2.2) 3.4 0.13 18.6

Field 6a (G34.2+0.0)
34.18 −0.02 0.63(0.15)4 8.1(2.3) 44.4(1.0) 2.1 0.22 9.7
34.27 +0.03 0.36(0.08) 15.2(3.9) 49.2(1.6) 2.1 0.15 13.1
34.85 −0.02 0.55(0.08) 31.3(5.6) 43.8(2.3) 2.1 0.23 8.9
34.94 +0.03 0.45(0.1) 18.1(4.7) 41.0(2.0) 2.1 0.21 11.0
35.08 −0.02 0.38(0.1) 17.4(5.0) 51.6(2.1) 3.4 0.15 8.9
35.17 +0.03 0.51(0.08) 26.6(5.1) 50.2(2.2) 3.4 0.17 11.9
35.31 −0.02 0.23(0.07) 19.1(7.0) 66.4(2.9) 7.6 0.82 11.1

Field 6b (G36.5+0.0)
35.76 −0.02 0.56(0.10) 12.6(2.5) 51.5(1.0) 2.1 0.17 10.7
36.21 −0.02 0.43(0.07) 30.3(5.5) 52.7(2.3) 2.1 0.18 10.5

1 The line intensities are given in units of TL/Tsys, where TL is the line antenna temperature and Tsys is the system temperature, which includes
sky, receiver and spillover temperature.
2 The spectral resolution in km s−1.
3 rms is in units of TL/Tsys.
4 Tentative detection.

where TL, TC and Te are the line brightness temperature, con-
tinuum brightness temperature and electron temperature re-
spectively and τL is the non-LTE line optical depth. βn ∼
1 − kTe

hν
d ln(bn)

dn for ∆n = 1 transition. Here k is the Boltzmann’s
constant, h is the Planck’s constant, ν is the frequency of the
line emission and bn is the departure coefficient. βn is a mea-
sure of the non-LTE effects on the level populations. For getting

Eq. (1), it is also assumed that the beam dilution is negligible
and the measured continuum temperature is approximately the
background temperature at the location of the line-forming re-
gion. Since −βn ∼ 50−100 at levels near n ∼ 272 for typi-
cal physical conditions of the line-forming region, the line-to-
continuum ratio is approximately the line optical depth even
for the case where Te ∼ TC. If we assume that beam dilution
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is negligible and the background temperature is the measured
continuum temperature, both of which might not be true for all
longitudes, then we can conclude that the top panel of Fig. 2
shows the variation of velocity-integrated line optical depth
with longitude. If the assumptions are not valid, then the plot-
ted values will be the apparent integrated optical depth which
would be a lower limit on the actual integrated optical depth.
The integrated optical depth (top panel in Fig. 2) is constant
(∼0.01 km s−1) within 3σ measurement errors for most of our
detections. From the top and middle panels, it is evident that
line emission is concentrated in the longitude range 358◦ → 20◦
with a few detections at longitudes between 20◦ and 89◦. The
strongest integrated line strength and continuum are observed
toward the Galactic center. This is a good case of stimulated
emission; the optical depth toward this region is not enhanced
as compared to the neighboring longitudes. The bump near l =
80◦ (see Fig. 2) seen in all three distributions is from the gas
associated with the well-known Cygnus complex located in the
nearby Orion spiral arm. There are only a couple of detections
in the fourth quadrant.

After examining the observed distribution of the line emis-
sion with longitude (Fig. 2) and various factors at play, we con-
clude that the paucity of detections at longitudes outside the
range 358◦< l < 20◦ may not be real but a result of one or more
of the following selection effects: 1) reduced background ra-
diation field leading to reduced stimulated emission and hence
weaker lines. This, we believe is the reason for fewer detections
at longitudes >20◦. Since the intensity of carbon RRLs is am-
plified by the non-thermal background continuum due to stim-
ulated emission (Paper I), the gradual drop in the non-thermal
continuum with increasing longitudes might be partially re-
sponsible for the drop in the line strengths and subsequently
lesser number of detections between longitudes 20◦ and 80◦.
2) Beam dilution within the large low resolution survey beam
leading to reduced line strengths and our sensitivity-limited
sample failing to detect these lines. This is likely the domi-
nant cause of non-detection of lines in the fourth quadrant. The
ORT has an equatorial mount and electrical phasing is used to
point the telescope along the declination axis. At longitudes
l < 355◦ due to a variety of reasons (e.g. improper phasing)
the telescope sensitivity drops and also the beam size increases
(Roshi 1999). The drop in the continuum temperature at these
longitudes (Fig. 2) is a result of this effect. On the other hand,
negligible beam dilution effects could be one of the reasons we
detect the carbon lines from the Cygnus region (l ∼ 80◦) lo-
cated in the nearby Orion arm despite the background radiation
field being weaker than the regions between l = 20◦ to 80◦ and
the presence of increased beam size as in negative longitudes.

The few positions where carbon lines were detected in the
longitude range 20◦ to 80◦ show the presence of either H  re-
gions or supernova remnants within the 2◦ × 2◦ region centered
at these positions, which suggests that the carbon line emis-
sion might be associated with star forming regions. Moreover,
these detections appear at velocities close to the tangent point
velocities at those longitudes. The long path lengths near the
tangent points might have favored the detection of carbon lines
in these directions. Higher sensitivity observations of these re-
gions should show more detections in this longitude range if

Fig. 2. Velocity integrated carbon line-to-continuum temperature ra-
tio (top panel), velocity-integrated carbon line temperature (middle
panel) and the continuum emission (bottom panel) near 327 MHz, ob-
served in the low-resolution (2◦ × 2◦) survey, plotted as a function of
galactic longitude. The horizontal lines in the top and middle panels
indicate the observed positions where carbon lines are detected. The
vertical bar represents the 3 σ uncertainty in the plotted parameters.
The dashed lines in these plots indicate observed positions with no de-
tections and give the upper limit on the quantities plotted. These limits
were estimated from the rms noise (σ) on the spectra and assuming a
typical width for the carbon line as 17 km s−1. The continuum temper-
ature plotted in the bottom panel is the measured antenna temperature
corrected for the beam efficiency factor (0.65) and is same as TC dis-
cussed in Sect. 3.1 under the assumptions stated in that section.

this is the case. Indeed, our high-resolution survey data has de-
tected carbon lines at several positions between l = 20◦ to 38◦
as listed in Table 1. This clearly indicates that diffuse C  re-
gions exist in this longitude range and the selection effects
noted above are likely responsible for their non-detections in
the low-resolution survey.

3.2. l–v diagram

The longitude-velocity diagram constructed from RRL obser-
vations of the galactic plane can be used to understand the dis-
tribution of the carbon line-forming gas in the galactic disk
if we make the standard assumption that the observed cen-
tral velocity of the line is due to differential galactic rota-
tion. The l–v diagrams plotted for the low-resolution and high-
resolution survey data (Figs. 3a and b) show that the carbon
line emission arises from gas located at galactocentric distances
beyond 3.7 kpc. The line-forming gas at longitudes ≤50◦
is confined between galactocentric distances of 3.7 kpc and
7.0 kpc. Moreover, line emission in the low-resolution survey
for longitudes ≤50◦ shows, in general, some confinement to
the spiral arms. The galactic rotation model used here has been
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Fig. 3. Longitude-velocity (l–v ) diagrams constructed from carbon RRL emission at 327 MHz data: a) using data from low-resolution (2◦ ×
2◦; Paper I) survey; b) using data from high-resolution (2◦ × 6′) survey. The marker indicates the central velocity whereas the length of the
segment indicates the line width of the detected carbon lines. The four spiral arms (1 to 4 as designated by Taylor & Cordes 1993) are shown
as solid lines in each of the l–v diagrams. The dashed and dotted lines in each frame correspond to gas at galactocentric distances of 3.7 kpc
and 7 kpc respectively. The dash-dot-dot-dot-dash line indicates the locus of tangent points.

taken from Burton & Gordon (1978) after scaling it to R� =
8.5 kpc and θ0 = 220 km s−1. Figure 4 shows the location of the
line-forming regions obtained from the low-resolution survey
in the plane of our Galaxy between l = 4◦ to 20◦. These regions
have been placed at the near kinematic distance. This is a rea-
sonable assumption since the large beam width (2◦ × 2◦) of the
low-resolution survey is likely to make the observations more
sensitive to nearby regions. From the figure, it appears that
most of the carbon line-forming gas in this longitude range is
associated with spiral arm 3. Only toward l = 9.◦3, the near kine-
matic distance places the line emitting region near spiral arm 2.
No line emission is detected from spiral arm 1 in this longitude
range. In the high-resolution survey, line emission is detected
over a wider velocity range between l = 0◦ and 40◦ compared
to that in the low-resolution survey (Fig. 3). In general, the ve-
locity range over which carbon lines near 327 MHz are detected
in the surveys is similar to the velocity spread of spiral arm trac-
ers, for example, hydrogen RRLs near 3 cm from H  regions
(Lockman 1989). No line emission is detected from spiral arm
4 in the longitude range 20◦ to 89◦ in both surveys. A few line
detections in this longitude range have velocity close to the tan-
gent points. This is also a feature seen in the l–v diagram of
spiral arm components in this longitude range (see, for exam-
ple, 3 cm RRL emission from H  regions; Lockman 1989).
In summary, the l–v diagram of carbon line emission displays
several similarities with those of spiral arm tracers.

We compared the l–v diagrams obtained from the 327 MHz
survey with those obtained from the carbon absorption line data
near 76 MHz (Erickson et al. 1995) and 35 MHz (Kantharia
& Anantharamaiah 2001) since the observations at these three
frequencies overlap in the longitude range l = 332◦ → 20◦.

Fig. 4. Locations of the carbon line emitting regions (filled circles)
between l = 4◦ to 20◦ are shown in galactocentric coordinates. The
regions are placed at the near kinematic distances estimated using the
observed central velocity of carbon line emission. Most of the detected
carbon line forming regions in this longitude range lie in spiral arm 3.
The region of the galactic disk covered by the 2◦ wide field centered at
G13.9+0.0 is also shown. This region intercepts spiral arms 3, 2 and 4
at a distance ∼1.9, 3.7 and 14.1 kpc from the Sun.

The l–v diagrams show similar features. At all the three fre-
quencies, most of the detections are at longitudes <20◦. The
l–v diagrams obtained from the three observations indicate that
the detected carbon line forming regions are confined between
galactocentric distances of 3.7 to 8 kpc suggesting that they
arise in the same diffuse C  regions. However, the width of
lines detected in absorption in many cases are larger (up to a
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factor of 2) than that of emission lines observed in the low-
resolution survey. The different line widths can be due to (a)
different beam widths of the surveys and (b) effect of pressure
and radiation broadening which have a strong dependence on
the principal quantum number (α n8.2 and n8.8 respectively for
widths in km s−1; Shaver 1975). Interestingly, the width of the
absorption line seems to extend over the velocity range over
which emission lines are observed in the high-resolution survey
at the corresponding longitudes. Absorption lines near 76 MHz
have been detected extensively at longitudes 340◦ < l < 360◦
for which we have few detections near 327 MHz. This is likely
a case of lack of sensitivity (see Sect. 3.1 for more details) than
any intrinsic property of the line-forming regions. The general
similarity of the l–v diagrams obtained from the three obser-
vations indicates that the carbon lines observed near 76 MHz
and 35 MHz are the absorption counterparts of the carbon lines
detected in emission near 327 MHz.

3.3. Radial distribution

An l–v diagram gives a qualitative understanding of the dis-
tribution of ionized gas in the galactic disk. However, a more
quantitative study can be made by computing the average emis-
sion as a function of the galactocentric radius. Since the ionized
gas at “near” and “far” kinematic distances will be at the same
galactocentric distance, the radial distribution is not affected by
the two-fold ambiguity in estimating the line-of-sight distance.
However the distribution will depend on several other factors:
(a) the sensitivity of the observations to line-forming regions
at different distances along the line-of-sight; (b) amplification
of line intensity due to stimulated emission by galactic non-
thermal background; (c) choice of the rotation model used for
the computation.

The radial distribution of the different traces of the inter-
stellar medium (Fig. 5) are computed using the method de-
scribed in Paper I. In the computation for the carbon lines near
327 MHz, the Gaussian fits to the observed profiles were used
instead of the actual spectra. This was necessary since the typ-
ical peak line intensity to rms noise for a carbon line detection
is only ∼3 to 4. Using the Gaussian fit profile also eliminates
any contamination from the hydrogen line emission, particu-
larly for RGC < 2 kpc. We have used the carbon line data from
the low-resolution survey between l = 4◦ to 84◦ in the computa-
tion since in this longitude range other components of the ISM
(H  regions and 12CO emission) are well sampled and hence a
direct comparison of their distribution with the carbon line data
is possible.

The radial distribution obtained from the low-resolution
survey carbon line data (see Fig. 5a) shows that the average
emission extends from RGC = 2.5 kpc to 9 kpc with a promi-
nent peak near 6 kpc. About 90% of the total observed car-
bon line emission originates between galactocentric distance
3.7 kpc and 8 kpc. The distribution falls off steeply on either
side of the 6 kpc peak, the half width being 3.0 kpc. However,
the true distribution is likely to be narrower than this because
the broadening of the distribution due to intrinsic velocity dis-
persion has not been taken into account. An increase in line

Fig. 5. The radial distributions (average emission Γ vs. galactocen-
tric radius RGC) of different components of the ISM are shown in the
figures. The radial distribution of a) carbon RRL emission from the
galactic plane near 327 MHz, b) carbon RRL emission from the galac-
tic plane near 327 MHz in the longitude range l = 4◦ to 20◦, c) hydro-
gen RRL emission from H  regions near 3 cm and d) “intense” (TA >
0.5 K) 12CO emission from the galactic plane. The radial distributions
in a), c) and d) were computed using the data in the longitude range
4◦ < l < 84◦ where all the components of the ISM are well sampled.
The data are taken from Paper I (327 MHz carbon RRL), Lockman
(1989) (RRLs from H  regions) and Dame et al. (1987) (12CO).

emission near 8.5 kpc is also seen which is due to the Cygnus
loop region in the nearby Orion arm.

The spiral arm structure in the galactic disk should be evi-
dent in the radial distribution if the line emission shows some
confinement to the spiral arms. In Fig. 5b, the carbon line dis-
tribution computed using data in the longitude range, l = 4◦
to 20◦ is shown. Since most of the carbon line emission we de-
tect is from this longitude range, it resembles the distribution in
Fig. 5a with the prominent peak near 6 kpc clearly seen and the
small peak near 8.5 kpc missing. As discussed in Sect. 3.2, the
line emission in this longitude range is likely to be confined to
spiral arm 3, which naturally explains the peak at 6 kpc since
the average distance to the spiral arm is ∼6 kpc. Comparing
Figs. 5a and b, it is seen that (a) shows slight excess emission
near 4 kpc. Although there is no prominent peak in our low
resolution data (Fig. 5a) there is some carbon RRL emission
at 4 kpc distance associated with spiral arm 2. Moreover, we
do detect emission from spiral arm 2 from several positions
within this longitude range in our high resolution survey data
(see Fig. 3b). Future higher resolution, sensitive observations
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are required to check the widespread presence of carbon line
emission in spiral arm 2 in the inner Galaxy.

We compared the radial distribution of the carbon line
emission with other components of the ISM to check for any
similarities that may exist. We find that the radial distribution
of carbon lines is distinct from that of H . The latter is observed
up to the outer reaches of the Galaxy (Burton 1988) whereas
the carbon line emission is confined to galactocentric distances
between 2.5 kpc to 9 kpc with well-defined peaks in its radial
distribution. Comparing the radial distribution of carbon line
emission with the distribution of the 3 cm hydrogen RRL emis-
sion from compact H  regions and “intense” 12CO emission
(Figs. 5c and d), both spiral arm tracers (Solomon et al. 1985),
we find a number of similarities. Both, the 3 cm hydrogen RRL
emission and 12CO emission are confined (see Figs. 5c and d;
for details see Paper I) in the range RGC = 2.5 kpc to 9 kpc
which is similar to the carbon line emission. A peak near 6 kpc
is seen in the distribution of 3 cm hydrogen RRL emission and
considerable 12CO emission is present at the radial distance
of 6 kpc, which is similar to that seen in the distribution of
carbon line emission. We conclude that the carbon line emis-
sion near 327 MHz has similar galactic disk distribution as that
of the star-forming regions. This result may appear somewhat
different from what we know about the gas toward Cas A −
where the morphology of the carbon line forming gas resem-
bles the distribution of H  observed in absorption across Cas A
(Anantharamaiah et al. 1994) and no hydrogen RRL has been
detected (Sorochenko & Smirnov 1993). However, it is not con-
tradictory since in the inner Galaxy, the distribution of H  ob-
served in absorption resembles that of 12CO. H  with τHI >
0.1 shows an 85% probability of being associated with 12CO
emission (Garwood & Dickey 1989).

4. [CII] 158 µm line emission from carbon RRL
forming region

The [C ] 158 µm line is due to the radiative decay of the
fine structure transition 2P3/2 → 2P1/2 in singly-ionized car-
bon. Recombination lines of carbon are a result of elec-
tronic transitions in a recombined atom in ionized gas.
The excitation temperature of the fine structure transition
(∼91 K) is comparable to a subset of the temperatures which
explain the observed low frequency carbon RRL emission
(Kantharia & Anantharamaiah 2001). Moreover, dielectronic-
like recombination (Watson et al. 1980) is a process involving
the excitation of the fine-structure levels which modifies the
electronic level populations in recombined carbon; thus mod-
ifying the observed line optical depths of the carbon recombi-
nation lines. Since the two emission mechanisms are intricately
linked, it is interesting to study their correlation.

In this section, we estimate the expected [C ]
158 µm emission strength from low frequency carbon
RRL-forming regions and compare the galactic distribution of
the diffuse [C ] 158 µm fine structure line with the carbon
RRLs detected near 327 MHz.

4.1. The [CII] 158 µm emission from the 327 MHz
carbon RRL forming regions

The [C ] 158 µm line originates predominantly from three
types of regions: photodissociation regions (PDRs), cold neu-
tral medium (CNM) and extended low-density warm ionized
medium (ELDWIM) (Petuchowski & Bennett 1993; Heiles
1994). As described by Hollenbach et al. (1991), carbon is
mostly in singly-ionized state upto AV < 4 mag in low-density
PDRs (the dense PDRs have a relatively low volume filling
factor and hence may not contribute largely to the global dif-
fuse [C ] 158 µm emission). Hence low-density PDRs, which
for the present discussion are considered as regions associated
with molecular clouds, are possible sources of the diffuse
fine structure line emission as well as carbon RRL emission.
The CNM is another source of singly-ionized carbon. The
CNM is distinct from PDRs in that they are predominantly
atomic clouds with neutral densities <103 cm−3 and typically
AV ≤ 1 mag (Heiles 1994). The [C ] 158 µm line is the ma-
jor cooling transition in the CNM and the low-density PDRs
since the number density of the colliding particles is gener-
ally less than the critical density, which depends on the col-
liding particles and their temperature. For temperatures rel-
evant for CNM and low-density PDRs (∼20 to 500 K), the
critical densities due to collision with atoms and molecules
are ∼3000 cm−3 and ∼4000 cm−3 respectively (Launay &
Roueff 1977; Flower & Launay 1977). For densities larger than
these, the fine-structure level is collisionally de-excited. In the
ELDWIM, which consists of both the warm ionized medium
(WIM; Reynolds 1993) and low-density (ne ∼ 1–10 cm−3) ion-
ized gas in the inner Galaxy (Petuchowski & Bennett 1993;
Heiles 1994), carbon is expected to be ionized. The critical
density for collisions with electrons is ∼30 cm−3 (Hayes &
Nussbaumer 1984) assuming a temperature of 7000 K for the
low-density ionized component (Anantharamaiah 1985). Roshi
& Anantharamaiah (2001b) calculated a contribution of 8.1 ×
10−5 ergs s−1 cm−2 sr−1 from the low-density ionized regions
(one of the components of ELDWIM) in the longitude range l =
0◦ to 20◦ (relevant for the comparison between carbon RL and
far-infrared line emission). The diffuse [C ] 158 µm emission
within |b| < 2◦ obtained from the higher resolution far-infrared
line observations is ∼1.5 ×10−4 ergs s−1 cm−2 sr−1 (Nakagawa
et al. 1998). Thus, the ELDWIM can contribute ≥ 54% of
the observed [C ] 158 µm emission between l = 0◦ and 20◦.
However, ELDWIM is not a dominant source of 327 MHz
carbon RRL emission since its temperature is high (line op-
tical depth ∝ T−2.5

e ) and carbon abundance is only depletion
factor times the cosmic abundance (4 × 10−4; Spitzer 1978).
Moreover, the ratio of the carbon to hydrogen line intensity de-
tected in the 327 MHz survey is ∼0.5 which is much higher
than what is expected from the abundance ratio, suggesting a
distinct origin for the two lines. The CNM and PDRs with their
relatively low temperatures are envisaged as likely sites of ori-
gin for the 327 MHz carbon RRLs. Hence we estimate the con-
tribution of the carbon RRL forming CNM and PDRs to the
observed [C ] 158 µm line intensity.

For estimating the intensity of the FIR line from car-
bon RRL forming regions, we considered typical parameters
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estimated for diffuse C  regions. Kantharia & Anantharamaiah
(2001) have modeled the diffuse C  regions in a few directions
in the inner Galaxy. They find that models with temperatures in
the range 20→ 80 K can fit the observations depending on the
angular extent of the line forming region. Even higher tempera-
ture (∼150 K) models could fit the observations. Since the total
H  column density (hence H  opacity) predicted by the higher
temperature (∼150 K) models are larger than that observed in
the inner Galaxy, we use only models with temperatures in
the range 20 → 80 K for the FIR line intensity calculation.
The estimated electron density and path length correspond-
ing to the observed integrated optical depth near 327 MHz of
∼0.01 km s−1 in the inner Galaxy for this temperature range are
0.1 → 0.03 cm−3 and 0.2 → 20 pc respectively. The temper-
atures and electron densities which explain the low frequency
carbon RRLs are encountered in the CNM (Heiles 2001) as
well as low-density PDR (Hollenbach et al. 1991). If the line
emission is associated with the CNM then the neutral density
is ∼500 → 150 cm−3, which is the atomic density in these
clouds. We assumed a carbon depletion factor of 0.5 for these
estimates and other calculations presented here. The thermal
pressure of these regions are 10 000→ 12 000 cm−3 K, which
are not unreasonable for the CNM (Jenkins et al. 1983). The
above numbers translate to hydrogen column densities ranging
from ∼3.1 × 1020 → 9.3 × 1021 cm−2. Such column densities
are not unreasonable in the inner Galaxy (Dickey & Lockman
1990). However toward the higher end, they cannot be recon-
ciled with the observed width of the carbon lines (since they
have to be shared by different CNM clouds). We discuss these
issues in a later publication. Here, we consider the above possi-
ble physical conditions for diffuse C  regions coexisting with
CNM.

As described above, the physical properties of carbon RRL
forming region is also encountered in low-density PDRs. The
regions with AV < 3 mag of low-density PDR models of
Hollenbach et al. (1991) have temperature similar to the higher
temperature (∼80 K) models of carbon RRL forming regions.
Hydrogen is mostly atomic in these regions of the PDR. The
neutral density of these regions should be >150 cm−3 to pro-
duce the required electron density (>0.03 cm−3) needed for
the carbon RRL forming region. Typical observed H  column
density of such regions associated with molecular clouds is
∼1020 cm−2 (Wannier et al. 1983), which means several such
low-density PDRs are needed along a sight-line to produce the
observed carbon RRL. The low-temperature (∼20 K) “diffuse”
C  regions could be zones with AV ∼ 4 mag of the PDR. For
example, a low-density PDR model with n0 ∼ 103 cm−3 and
incident FUV flux of ∼1.6 ergs cm−2 s−1 can have gas temper-
ature ∼20 K and electron density ∼0.1 cm−3 at AV ∼ 4 mag
(Hollenbach et al. 1991). Hydrogen is mostly molecular in
these regions of the PDR. For the estimation of FIR line emis-
sion from AV ∼ 4 mag region, we use the above given param-
eters for the low-density PDR, which are typical values in the
inner Galaxy. The H  density for this model is ∼10 cm−3 and
molecular density is ∼1000 cm−3 (see Fig. 4a of Hollenbach
et al. 1991).

The intensity of the [C ] 158 µm line from the neutral re-
gions is given by (Bennett et al. 1994; Watson 1982)

IC II = 7.416 × 10−3

gu

gl
e−hν/kT

1 + gu

gl
e−hν/kT +

[
Σ ni

ncri

]−1
nC+L, (2)

where gu(= 4), gl(= 2) are the statistical weights of 2P3/2 and
2P1/2 states respectively, hν = 1.26×10−14 ergs is the energy of
the 158 µm photon, k is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the gas
temperature in K, nC+L is the column density of ionized carbon
in cm−3 pc. The above equation has been derived assuming a
optically thin line from a two energy state atom. The population
of energy states are determined by collisions and spontaneous
emission in the optically thin case. In the above equation ni

is the density of colliding particles. ncri is the critical density,
which is defined as the ratio of the collision rate to the spon-
taneous emission rate. ncri depends on the temperature of the
interacting particles. For the temperatures encountered in the
carbon RRL forming region ncri ∼ 10 cm−3 for electron col-
lision (Hayes & Nussbaumer 1984) and 3000 and 4000 cm−3

for neutral hydrogen and molecular hydrogen respectively as
described earlier.

We calculate the expected intensity of the
[C ] 158 µm emission from the CNM and PDR at tem-
peratures of 20 K to be 5.2 × 10−7 ergs s−2 cm−2 sr−1 and
6.2 × 10−7 ergs s−2 cm−2 sr−1 respectively. For temperatures
of 80 K, the expected intensity of the fine-structure line from
CNM and PDR is found to be 1.4 × 10−4 ergs s−2 cm−2 sr−1.
Comparing these estimates with what the Balloon-borne
Infrared Carbon Explorer (BICE) observed in the inner Galaxy
for |b| < 1◦ (Nakagawa et al. 1998), it appears that for
temperatures near 20 K, the contribution to the total observed
[C ] 158 µm intensity is a negligible 0.4% whereas if the
temperatures of the C  regions are near 80 K, then 95% of
the total observed [C ] 158 µm intensity can arise in the
diffuse C  regions coexistent with CNM or low-density PDRs.
Thus, if the temperature of the carbon RRL forming regions
is low (∼20 K), then most of the fine-structure line emission
is likely to arise elsewhere – either in the ELDWIM or CNM
and low-density PDR that do not produce observable carbon
RRLs. If the temperature is high (∼80 K), then most of the
fine-structure emission is likely to come from the PDRs and
CNM that form the same family of diffuse C  regions which
give rise to the low frequency carbon RRLs. In that case a more
accurate estimate of the physical properties of the carbon RRL
forming region is required to determine the relative importance
of ELDWIM and PDRs/CNM to the global contribution of
[C ] 158 µm line emission. This will be attempted in future
with multi-frequency carbon RRL data.

We note that in the inner Galaxy the assumption that the
[C ] 158 µm emission is optically thin is not entirely true. The
opacity of the [C ] 158 µm line is ∼0.9 for a typical carbon
RRL width of 14 km s−1 (Heiles 1994) arising in a cloud with
temperature 80 K in the inner Galaxy. However, for simplicity
and to get a first order estimate, we have considered the opti-
cally thin case which gives us the interesting results discussed
above.
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4.2. Longitudinal distribution of the carbon FIR line
and radio line

We also attempted a comparison of the longitudinal distribu-
tion of the two tracers of ionized carbon. This is relevant since,
as discussed in the previous subsection, a considerable fraction
of the fine-structure line can be accounted for by the diffuse
C  regions observed in low frequency carbon RRLs under cer-
tain physical conditions. If the longitudinal distributions of the
two tracers are similar, it would support the higher temperature
(∼80 K) models for the carbon RRL forming regions and a sub-
stantial fraction of the observed [C ] 158 µm emission is likely
to arise in the carbon RRL forming region.

Wright et al. (1991) and Bennett et al. (1994) have pre-
sented the galactic distribution of the [C ] 158 µm line
with an angular resolution of ∼7◦ using the data from the
Far-Infrared Absolute Spectrophotometer (FIRAS) aboard the
Cosmic Microwave Background Explorer (COBE). Bennett
et al. (1994) report strong [C ] 158 µm emission in the galac-
tic plane with a half-intensity longitude range of ∼320◦→ 40◦.
A peak in the FIR emission is seen near l = 80◦ which
matches with a peak seen in our 327 MHz RRL data. Bennett
et al. (1994) cautioned against over-interpreting this peak due
to few measurements in that region. Although the angular res-
olutions of the two datasets are different, a comparison of the
gross distribution shows that the [C ] 158 µm emission is more
widespread than the carbon RRLs near 327 MHz (see Fig. 2).
Nakagawa et al. (1998) have used the data from BICE with a
much finer angular resolution of 15′. Their survey covers the
region from l = 350◦ → 25◦. They detect [C ] 158 µm emis-
sion in this longitude range from both “compact” and “diffuse”
regions. The “diffuse” [C ] 158 µm emission is observed to ex-
tend almost uniformly till the longitude limits of their observa-
tions in the galactic plane. In slight contrast, carbon RRLs near
327 MHz have been detected almost contiguously between l =
0◦ to 20◦. We do not detect carbon RRLs in the fourth quadrant
(up to l ∼ −15◦) due to reduced sensitivity of the equatorially-
mounted Ooty Radio Telescope. Nakagawa et al. (1998) also
observed reduced [C ] 158 µm emission in regions adjacent to
the galactic center up to about longitudes∼±4◦. This is a behav-
ior distinct from our low-resolution survey carbon RRL data
which shows comparable integrated optical depths in the galac-
tic plane from l = 0◦ till l = +10◦ (see Fig. 2).

In summary, intense FIR emission in the galactic plane
is observed in the longitude range where carbon RRL near
327 MHz is detected. But the FIR emission seems to be more
widespread in the galactic plane. Note that the comparison is,
however, limited by (1) the large difference in the sensitivity of
the FIR and carbon RRL observations; (2) poor velocity reso-
lution of the existing FIR data. A comparison of the LSR ve-
locities of the two tracers is essential in further establishing
any connection between the two spectral lines. We therefore
conclude that the existing data does not rule out the possibility
that the “diffuse” C  regions can significantly contribute to the
[C ] 158 µm emission in the inner region of the Galaxy.

5. Latitude extent of carbon line emission

We examined the data collected along galactic latitude toward
two longitudes (l = 0.◦0, Fig. 6 and l = 13.◦9, Fig. 7) in the
low-resolution survey. The beam center was shifted by half the
beamwidth (i.e. 1◦) along the galactic latitude and data was col-
lected up to b = ± 4◦ toward l = 0 ◦ and up to b = ± 3◦ toward
l =13.◦9. The carbon feature is clearly seen in the spectrum av-
eraged over the entire latitude range observed toward l = 0◦
(see Fig. 6c). The data toward the Galactic center was excluded
since the carbon line emission in this direction is fairly strong
and hence likely to dominate the averaged spectrum. Carbon
lines are also detected when the data from positions separated
by the beamwidth (i.e. 2◦) over the entire sampled region are
averaged, confirming the presence of carbon line emission over
several degrees in galactic latitude.

Our data indicates that the carbon line emission extends
from b ∼ −2◦ to b ∼ +4◦ toward the galactic longitude l = 0◦.
The widths of the carbon lines seen in the positive latitude spec-
tra and the negative latitude spectra (Figs. 6b and d) differ by
a factor of ∼2.5. The line parameters are listed in Table 2. The
difference in line width may indicate the presence of distinct
line emitting regions along the latitude extent, maybe with dif-
ferent physical properties.

Figure 7d shows the spectrum toward the longitude l =13.◦9
obtained by averaging the line emission along latitude between
b = ± 3◦. The spectrum toward l =13.◦9, b = 0◦ has been ex-
cluded in the average spectra shown in Fig. 7. A narrow feature
(∆V ∼ 9 km s−1) is clearly detected near 18.5 km s−1. A weak,
broad carbon line feature also seems to be present in the spec-
trum. The spectra averaged over the positive and negative lat-
itude extents are shown in Figs. 7a and b. The narrow feature
is clearly evident in these spectra; however the signal-to-noise
ratio of this feature is low. This feature is also present in the
spectrum shown in Fig. 7c, which is the average of all data at
|b| > 1◦. The line parameters are listed in Table 2. The nar-
row carbon line emission is extended over, at least, the latitude
range −3◦ to +3◦ suggesting the presence of a single large dif-
fuse C  region. (see Sect. 6.2.1 for further discussion on the
narrow carbon line emission.)

From the above two cases, we believe that the carbon line
emitting gas in the inner Galaxy is spread over a galactic lati-
tude extent of at least b ∼ ±3◦.

6. Angular extent of carbon line-forming regions

Since only coarse resolutions are available at the low frequen-
cies that diffuse C  regions can be studied using recombination
lines and observations at different frequencies have different
angular resolutions, it has been difficult to obtain definitive es-
timates of the angular and linear sizes of the diffuse C  regions.
The ambiguity in the distances to these regions and the uncer-
tainty in the angular size makes it difficult to obtain strict con-
straints on the linear size. Kantharia & Anantharamaiah (2001)
modeled the carbon line data at three frequencies (35, 76 and
327 MHz) and obtained different physical models for different
angular sizes of the line-forming region. They also attempted
interferometric imaging of one position in the galactic plane in
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Fig. 6. Spectra of data averaged over different galactic latitude ranges
toward l = 0.◦0 are shown in the top plot. The bottom schematic shows
the stacking of the ORT beams along positive latitudes toward l =
0.◦0; similar data was also obtained for negative galactic latitudes. The
spectra in the panels: a) G0.0+3.5avg was obtained by averaging data
from beams centered at b = 3◦ and 4◦. b) G0.0+2.5avg was obtained
by averaging data over 5◦ from beams centered at b = 1◦, 2◦, 3◦ and
4◦. c) G0.0+0.0avg was obtained by averaging data over 10◦ centered
at b = 0◦. d) and e) are similar to b) and a) except that the data is av-
eraged over negative latitudes. The spectrum toward the galactic cen-
tered has been excluded from all the averaged spectra. The carbon line
emission is seen to extend from b ∼ −2◦ to ∼4◦.

carbon recombination line using the VLA to obtain the angular
extent of the line forming region. They obtained a lower limit
on the angular size of 10′. Clearly the angular size is an im-
portant parameter entering into the modeling of these regions
and needs to be understood better. Since carbon lines are de-
tected extensively in our low-resolution survey, it is likely that
the diffuse C  regions are either 2◦ or more in angular extent
or else consist of several small ≤2◦ clumps within the beam. In
this section we try to answer the question “do the line-forming
regions consist of clumps with emission confined to small an-
gular regions or is the emission extended and uniform over a
large area?” We make use of the high-resolution data to answer
this question.

Fig. 7. Spectra obtained by averaging data over different galactic lat-
itude range toward l = 13.◦9. Data is obtained up to b = ±3◦.
a) G13.9-2.0avg is obtained by averaging the data over 4◦ in latitude
about b = −2◦. b) G13.9+2.0avg is same as a) but about b = +2◦.
c) G13.9|b| >1 is the spectrum obtained by averaging all the data at
latitude |b| > 1◦. The spectrum toward l = 13.◦9, b = 0.◦0 has been
excluded in all the averaged spectra shown in the figure.

6.1. Clumps in the diffuse C II regions

If the line emission arises in a homogeneous region with an
angular extent of several degrees, then the line parameters
observed at positions within this angular span are expected
to be similar. Examination of the observed spectra in the
high-resolution survey shows that at several positions there is
considerable change in the line parameters when the beam cen-
ter is shifted by ∼6′ in declination. For example, the width of
the observed carbon line toward the position G5.19+0.02 is
∼8 km s−1 is about one-third the line width observed toward
G5.33−0.03 (∼23 km s−1). The beam centers of the two po-
sitions are separated by ∼9′. Another example is toward the
direction l = 35.◦1 and b = 0◦ (see Fig. 8). Carbon line is
clearly detected in the integrated spectrum obtained by averag-
ing the high-resolution survey data over the longitude range l =
34.◦85 to 35.◦31 (0.◦5 (along l) × 2◦ (along b) region). However
on examining the five contiguous spectra (observed with a 2◦×
6′ beam) separated by ∼6′, we find that the lines at positions
with l < 35◦ have different central velocities compared to those
at positions with l > 35◦ (see Fig. 8). Such behavior is ex-
hibited toward many other positions separated by ∼6′. This
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Table 2. Summary of the study of latitude extent of carbon line emission.

Position TL/Tsys
1 ∆V VLSR Vres

4 rms2 tint

× 103 km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 × 103 hrs

Observations towards l = 0.◦0

G0.0−2.5avg 0.13(0.02) 39.3(6.1) 4.3(2.6) 4.8 0.03 44.6

G0.0+2.5avg 0.32(0.03) 15.6(1.8) 2.9(0.7) 3.4 0.05 49.6

G0.0−3.0avg 7.6 0.03 32.1

G0.0+3.0avg 0.27(0.04) 12.5(2.2) 3.3(0.9) 3.4 0.06 37.7

G0.0−3.5avg 4.8 0.07 19.7

G0.0+3.5avg 0.34(0.06)3 10.3(2.0) 2.8(0.8) 3.4 0.07 26.1

G0.0+0.0avg 0.20(0.02) 23.6(2.5) 2.7(1.0) 3.4 0.03 94.2

Observations towards l = 13.◦9

G13.9−2.0avg 0.27(0.09)3 9.2(3.5) 19.8(1.5) 4.8 0.09 29.0

G13.9+2.0avg 0.25(0.05) 11.0(2.5) 18.5(1.1) 4.8 0.05 30.8

G13.9|b| >1 0.15(0.05)3 10.0(3.8) 18.5(1.6) 4.8 0.05 38.6

G13.9+0.0avg 0.23(0.04) 9.5(2.0) 18.9(0.8) 3.4 0.05 59.8

0.12(0.03) 26.6(6.9) 44.6(2.9) 3.4 0.05 59.8

1 The line intensities are given in units of TL/Tsys, where TL is the line antenna temperature and Tsys is the system temperature.
2 rms is in units of TL/Tsys.
3 Tentative detection.
4 The resolution to which the spectra are smoothed for estimating line parameters.

suggests that line emission in these directions arises from dis-
tinct diffuse C  regions or else that the diffuse C  regions have
sub-structure on scales of∼6′. The near kinematic distance cor-
responding to the central velocity (48.6 km s−1) of the line in
the integrated spectrum (Fig. 8) is 3.3 kpc, which is close to the
line-of-sight distance to the spiral arm 3 at this longitude. If the
angular extent of the clump at l < 35◦ is ∼6′ then it corresponds
to a linear size ∼6 pc at the near kinematic distance. It, there-
fore, is likely that the diffuse C  regions toward G35.1+0.0
consist of such small line-forming clumps.

6.2. Extended diffuse C II regions

A subset of our data also shows a behavior different from what
we discussed in the previous section. The high resolution data
within the longitude range l = 1.◦75 to 6.◦75 (within Field 2)
seems to indicate the occurrence of a single C  region extended
over a region of angular size ∼5◦ in longitude. A similar ex-
tended (∼2◦× 6◦) C  region is also observed toward l = 13.◦9,
b = 0◦ (Field 3). These extended C  regions are discussed in
detail below.

6.2.1. Carbon line emission toward field 2

Here we examine the line emission seen from part of the
6◦ wide Field 2 (l = 1.◦75 to 6.◦75) that we mapped using the
high resolution data. Most of the high-resolution spectra from
this region detected a ∼14 km s−1 wide carbon line centered
on ∼8 km s−1. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the line
emission from the extended C  region, we averaged the spec-
tra over a region 1◦ (along l) × 2◦ (along b). The averaged

spectra are shown in Fig. 9. The ∼14 km s−1 wide component is
clearly seen in all the spectra. Table 3 gives the line parameters
obtained from Gaussian fits to the spectra. The large angular
extent of the ∼14 km s−1 wide component is also evident from
the detection of this component in the low-resolution observa-
tions toward G2.3+0.0, G4.7+0.0 and G7.0+0.0 (see Fig. 9)
with almost the same line parameters. The near kinematic dis-
tance corresponding to the central velocity of 8 km s−1 at l =
5◦ (for l < 4◦ the estimated distance increases) is ∼2.5 kpc.
A 5◦ wide cloud at a distance of 2.5 kpc would have a physical
size of ∼220 pc. This is a fairly large diffuse C  region.

6.2.2. Carbon line emission toward field 3

Within the 2◦ wide field centered at l = 13.◦9, b = 0◦, 20 posi-
tions were observed with a 2◦ × 6′ beam as shown in Fig. 10.
To improve the signal-to-noise ratio on the line emission from
any extended C  region we averaged the data over a 2◦× 0.◦5
region. The resultant spectra are shown in the left hand side
panels of Fig. 10. The carbon line in the spectra is clearly com-
posed of a narrow and a broad component. These spectra were
further integrated over two sets of 10 positions giving a spec-
trum of a region which is 2◦× 1◦ large. These two spectra are
shown in the top two right hand side panels. The observed car-
bon line profile is well-fitted by a narrow (∆V = 7 km s−1)
and a broad (∆V = 42 km s−1) Gaussian. Detailed line parame-
ters obtained from the Gaussian fits are listed in Table 4. In the
lower two right hand side panels of Fig. 10, the high resolution
spectra averaged over a 2◦ region and the low resolution spec-
trum over the same region are shown. The two spectra match
well within errors and clearly show the presence of the two
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Fig. 8. Carbon line emission near l = 35◦. Top five panels on the left
show the spectra observed with an angular resolution of 2◦ × 6′ toward
the positions marked on each frame and the lowermost panel shows
the spectrum obtained by averaging the five spectra. The observed po-
sitions are marked by the slanted lines on the 11 cm continuum map
from Reich et al. (1990). The slanted lines represent the 2◦× 6′ ORT
beam. The LSR velocity and the width of the lines as a function of
galactic longitude are shown in the plot on the right-hand side. The
vertical bar represents the 3 σ error in the estimated parameters.

components. Since the wide component is likely to be a blend
of many narrow components with slightly different velocities,
we require more sensitive and higher angular resolution ob-
servations to resolve the broad component into the individual
components. The narrow component is likely to arise in a sin-
gle cloud which is at least 2◦ in extent along galactic longitude.
Moreover, the gas toward this longitude has a latitude extent
of ±3◦ (see Sect. 4) and the spectra toward b , 0◦ shows the
presence of a narrow component (see Fig. 7) with almost simi-
lar line parameters as those obtained for the narrow component
toward this direction in the Galactic plane. A slight increase in
line width observed at higher latitudes might be a result of the
poor signal-to-noise ratio of the spectra at higher latitudes com-
pared to those near l = 0.◦0, which makes the Gaussian decom-
position of the broad and narrow features somewhat uncertain.
Thus, it appears that the diffuse C  region in this direction is
extended over ∼6◦ in latitude and at least 2◦ in longitude.

The line-of-sight toward this longitude intercepts the spiral
arms 3, 2 and 4 which are nominally located at radial distances
of ∼1.9, 3.7 and 14.1 kpc respectively from the Sun (see Fig. 4).
The near and far kinematic distances corresponding to the ob-
served central velocity (18.4 km s−1) of the narrow component
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Fig. 9. Carbon line emission toward a 5◦ (along l) wide region cen-
tered at l = 4.◦25 and b = 0◦. The spectra shown in the panels in the
first column are obtained by averaging the high-resolution (2◦ × 6′)
survey data over a 2◦ × 1◦ area centered on the galactic coordinates
indicated in each frame. The top three spectra in the second column
are from the low-resolution (2◦ × 2◦) survey, observed toward the
galactic coordinates indicated in each frame. The lowermost spectrum
in the second column is obtained by averaging the high-resolution sur-
vey data over the 5◦ wide region. The LSR velocity and the width of
the lines from the spectra averaged over a 2◦ × 1◦ region, as a func-
tion of galactic longitude are shown in the right-hand side plot. The
vertical bars represent the 3 σ error in the estimated parameters. The
narrow feature near 8 km s−1 is observed in all the spectra indicating
that the line-forming region is fairly extended in the sky plane. The
observed positions are marked by the slanted lines on the 11 cm con-
tinuum map from Reich et al. (1990). The slanted lines represent the
2◦ × 6′ beam of the ORT.

are 2.3 and 14.2 kpc. If the cloud is located at the near distance
and the angular extent of the narrow line emitting region is at
least 2◦ × 6◦ then it corresponds to a physical size perpendic-
ular to the line-of-sight >80 × 200 pc. This, again, is a fairly
large diffuse C  region.

In summary, our data toward Field 2 and 3 indicate the pres-
ence of extended C  regions – extending over∼200 pc or more.
Line emission from many other positions suggests that struc-
ture in diffuse C  regions on scales of ∼6 pc is common.
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Table 3. Summary of the study of angular extent of carbon line emission in field 2.

Position TL/Tsys
1 ∆V VLSR Vres

3 rms2 tint

× 103 (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) × 103 (hrs)
Average over 2◦× 1◦

G2.25+0.0 0.35(0.04) 14.7(1.8) 7.9(0.7) 2.1 0.07 95.9
G3.25+0.0 0.36(0.03) 17.7(2.0) 7.6(0.8) 2.1 0.07 85.4
G4.25+0.0 0.37(0.04) 14.0(1.7) 8.5(0.7) 2.1 0.07 93.7
G5.25+0.0 0.51(0.04) 12.9(1.1) 8.8(0.5) 2.1 0.07 84.8
G6.25+0.0 0.36(0.05) 11.1(1.7) 8.2(0.7) 2.1 0.08 64.2

Average over 2◦× 5◦

G4.25avg 0.39(0.02) 14.4(0.9) 8.6(0.4) 2.1 0.04 424

1 The line intensities are given in units of TL/Tsys, where TL is the line antenna temperature and Tsys is the system temperature.
2 rms is in units of TL/Tsys.
3 The resolution to which the spectra are smoothed for estimating the line parameters.

Table 4. Summary of the study of angular extent of carbon line emission in field 3.

Position TL/Tsys
1 ∆V VLSR Vres

3 rms2 tint

× 103 (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) × 103 (hrs)
Average over 2◦× 0.◦5

G13.22−0.36 0.41(0.09) 8.7(2.1) 50.9(0.9) 1.8 0.13 43.6
0.57(0.08) 11.1(1.7) 36.5(0.7) 1.8 0.13 43.6
0.50(0.06) 16.2(2.4) 18.6(1.0) 1.8 0.13 43.6

G13.65−0.12 0.33(0.05) 32.4(5.4) 42.4(2.3) 1.8 0.14 46.3
0.73(0.11) 6.3(1.1) 18.6(0.5) 1.8 0.14 46.3

G14.09+0.12 0.48(0.08) 7.4(1.4) 18.9(0.6) 1.8 0.11 43.9
0.30(0.04) 22.3(3.8) 40.9(1.6) 1.8 0.11 43.9

G14.53+0.36 0.33(0.04) 28.3(3.5) 23.3(1.5) 1.8 0.10 49.1
0.24(0.05) 12.6(3.3) 48.5(1.4) 1.8 0.10 49.1

Average over 2◦× 1◦

G13.44−0.24 0.36(0.03) 40.6(4.4) 36.8(1.9) 1.8 0.11 89.9
0.48(0.09) 5.9(1.3) 18.5(0.5) 1.8 0.11 89.9

G14.31+0.24 0.25(0.06) 8.5(2.3) 17.8(1.0) 1.8 0.09 93.0
0.27(0.03) 38.5(4.5) 35.8(1.9) 1.8 0.09 93.0

Average over 2◦× 2◦

G13.88+0.00 0.32(0.02) 41.5(2.8) 36.7(1.2) 1.8 0.06 182.9
0.35(0.04) 6.8(1.0) 18.4(0.4) 1.8 0.06 182.9

1 The line intensities are given in units of TL/Tsys, where TL is the line antenna temperature and Tsys is the system temperature.
2 rms is in units of TL/Tsys.
3 The resolution to which the spectra are smoothed for estimating the line parameters.

7. Summary

The paper discusses the carbon line emission detected in
the low-resolution (Paper I) and the high-resolution surveys
(Paper II) of recombination lines near 327 MHz made in the
galactic plane using the ORT. The observed carbon line param-
eters in the high-resolution survey are presented. The carbon
lines observed in the surveys arise in diffuse C  regions unlike
the high frequency (ν > 1 GHz) recombination lines which
arise in the photo-dissociation regions associated with H  re-
gions. Most of our carbon line detections are in the longitude
range l = 358◦ → 20◦ with a few detections between l = 20◦

to 89◦. At longitudes l = 0◦ and 13.◦9, observations with a 2◦ ×
2◦ beam along galactic latitude indicate that line emission ex-
tends at least up to b ∼ ± 3◦.

The l–v diagram and radial distribution constructed using
the carbon line data near 327 MHz show similarity with those
obtained from the hydrogen RRLs near 3 cm from H  regions.
The radial extent of carbon line emission also resembles that
of “intense” 12CO emission. These similarities suggest that the
distribution of the carbon line forming regions resembles the
distribution of star-forming regions in our Galaxy. The l–v di-
agram of carbon line emission near 327 MHz is similar to
those obtained from the carbon lines detected in absorption at
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Fig. 10. Carbon line emission toward a 2◦ (along l) wide region cen-
tered at l = 13.◦9 and b = 0◦. The spectra on the left are obtained by
averaging the high-resolution (2◦ × 6′) survey data over a 2◦ × 0.◦5 re-
gion centered at the galactic coordinates indicated in each frame. The
top two spectra on the right are obtained by averaging the data over
2◦ × 1◦ region and that labeled “AVG” is obtained by averaging the
data over the 2◦ region. The spectrum marked “Module” is from
the low-resolution (2◦ × 2◦) survey toward l = 13.◦9 and b = 0◦.
The LSR velocity and the line width using the spectra averaged over a
2◦ × 0.◦5 region, as a function of galactic longitude are shown in the
plot on the right-hand side. The vertical bars represent the 3 σ error
in the estimated parameters. The narrow component is observed in all
the spectra with the same central velocity indicating the presence of an
extended diffuse C  region. The observed positions are marked by the
slanted lines on the 11 cm continuum map from Reich et al. (1990).
The slanted lines represent the 2◦ × 6′ beam of the ORT.

frequencies near 76 MHz (Erickson et al. 1995) and 35 MHz
(Kantharia & Anantharamaiah 2001), indicating that the latter
are the absorption counterparts of the carbon lines observed in
emission near 327 MHz.

We estimated the [C ] 158 µm intensity expected from
low frequency carbon RRL forming regions coexistent with
the CNM and low-density PDRs. The estimate was made us-
ing a subset of physical parameters (Te = 20 → 80 K) de-
termined by Kantharia & Anantharamaiah (2001) for the dif-
fuse C  regions. Significant fraction (∼95%) of the observed
FIR line emission can arise in CNM/low-density PDR if the
temperature of the diffuse C  region is close to ∼80 K whereas
only a small fraction (0.4%) of the observed FIR line emission

can be produced in regions with temperature near 20 K. We
then compared the longitudinal distribution of the two tracers
of ionized carbon in the inner Galaxy to investigate their com-
mon origin. Available data do not rule out the possibility that
diffuse C  regions contribute significantly to the FIR line emis-
sion in the inner Galaxy. However, data with comparable angu-
lar and spectral resolutions are required to further investigate
this possibility.

Analysis of our high resolution data shows that the diffuse
C  regions exhibit structure over angular scales ranging from
∼6′ to ∼5◦. Toward l = 35◦ and several other directions, the
diffuse C  regions exhibit structure over ∼6′, manifested as
different central line velocities and line widths. At l = 35◦ we
estimated a linear size of ∼6 pc for a clump when placed at
the near kinematic distance. Thus, it is likely that there exist
C  regions of this size (or smaller) or there exist clumps of this
size embedded in a larger diffuse C  region. Toward l = 13.◦9, a
narrow (∼7 km s−1) carbon line emitting region with an angular
extent ≥2◦ in galactic longitude and ∼± 3◦ in galactic latitude
has been observed. A similar extended diffuse C  region was
identified toward l = 4.◦25, b = 0◦. The angular extent of this
region is at least 5◦ along l and 2◦ along b. Such large angular
sizes translate to physical sizes perpendicular to the sight-lines
of >200 pc. These are fairly large diffuse C  regions. Thus, our
data shows that the diffuse C  regions observed in the inner
Galaxy display structure on scales ranging from a few parsecs
to a couple of hundred parsecs.

The association of some of the observed carbon line emis-
sion near 327 MHz in the surveys with H  self-absorption fea-
tures will be discussed in Roshi et al. (2002).
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